Race 1  
**G-SIX KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE**  
388m Grade 6  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner DUKE OF WELLS.  
-BILLIE BURNER was slow to begin. Along the back straight ASTRONOMY moved out checking AINSLEY FLASH. On the turn off the back straight AINSLEY FLASH and BILLIE BURNER came together and bumped. On the turn into the home straight MY LITTLE SHELBY moved out checking BE CAREFUL BOSS.

Race 2  
**G-SIX MCQUEENS TAVERN MAIDEN STAKE**  
515m Maiden  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner CONCEDE.  
-WOODSIDE ZULU was slow to begin. On the first turn WOODSIDE FORREST ran onto the heels of BELLA BOUCHET. On the turn off the back straight BELLA BOUCHET checked around the heels of SWEET WATERLOO then moved out bumping WOODSIDE ZULU.

Race 3  
**SKY RACING (N/P) MIXED SERIES HEAT 1**  
600m SE  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner CORRYONG MCLAREN.  
-Shortly after the start FABS YOU GO moved out checking YOU RASCAL GIRL and ZIA GIULIA. On the first turn FABS YOU GO moved out as CORRYONG MCLAREN moved down checking VICTA BORIS as a result.

Race 4  
**GIDDY UP (N/P) MIXED SERIES HEAT 2**  
600m SE  
-On the first turn SHANLYN HAVEN moved out checking JOINT INTEREST then shortly after DEMOLISHER moved out onto JOINT INTEREST which resulted in AMARA LUCY bumping with MCLAREN MYSTIQUE.

Race 5  
**YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (N/P) MIXED SERIES HEAT 3**  
600m SE  
-Shortly after the start BALBOA FURY, VONTAE MACK and MISS TAKIRI all came together and bumped. On the first turn MCLAREN DAZZLER moved down checking DASHING MICKEY. On the turn off the back straight BALBOA FURY checked around the heels of VONTAE MACK.

Race 6  
**ACCELL THERAPY (SA OWNED) STAKE**  
515m Grade 6s  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRING BURNER.  
-Shortly after the start RISING MOON moved down onto GOLLY GUMDROPS which moved down checking ASTON ATHENA, at the same time ZETLAND COUNTY moved out checking SPRINGVALE ANNA. On the turn into the back straight RISING MOON moved down checking VALDOS which then moved out checking GOLLY GUMDROPS.

Race 7  
**BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE**  
515m Grade 6  
-WESTGATE GIRL went up with the lids. On the turn into the back straight ARISTOCRAT and THEY CALL ME came together causing ARISTOCRAT to lose ground. Along ther back straight THEY CALL ME moved down checking PAW ME ONE.  
-WESTGATE GIRL was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 8  
**ONLY AT THE DOGS MIXED STAKE**  
515m Mixed 4/5  
-TOP RIGHT was slow to begin. On the first turn QUERENCIA moved down checking SPRINGVALE SLICK and SOUL ROCKER then PATRICK FRANCIS checked around the heels of SOUL ROCKER. On the turn into the back straight AXEL FOOTLUCE moved down checking QUERENCIA. On the turn into the home straight DANYO’S CHARLIE and AXEL FOOTLUCE came together and bumped.

Race 9  
**G-SIX GRSA.COM.AU MIXED STAKE**  
388m Mixed 3/4  
-There were no racing incidents to report.
### Race 10  G-SIX FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE 388m  Grade 5

- On the first turn DUNKIRK and BETTY BOWL came together causing BETTY BOWL to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight DALLAS FERNANDO moved down checking BETTY BOWL. Entering the home straight CAWBOURNE SNOW and FOOL PROOF came together causing CAWBOURNE SNOW to be turned sideways.
- BETTY BOWL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- CAWBOURNE SNOW was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

### Race 11  G-SIX @THEDOGSSA STAKE 388m  Grade 6

- Entering the back straight RUSTY FURY moved down checking SPRINGVALE VIXEN. On the turn off the back straight SPRING CHIP lost ground appearing injured, then moved out bumping with SPRINGVALE VIXEN and OUR BOY WOLF.
- SPRING CHIP was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 30 days.

### Race 12  G-SIX GAP SA STAKE 388m  Grade 5

- WOODSIDE SABRE was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.
- WOODSIDE SABRE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

* Published subject to correction upon revision